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Chapter 1371 

“Where are you taking me? It’s like a maze…” 

David couldn’t help but asked Hu Mazi. 

“Just go with me…” 

After Hu Mazi finished speaking, he took out a compass the size of a palm, and then dropped a drop of 

blood on the compass! 

 

Then the compass trembled wildly, the pointer turned rapidly, and finally stayed in one direction. 

 

Hu Mazi walked forward according to the instructions of the compass. 

 

 

 

Seeing this, David could only follow closely behind him, and exuding divine consciousness, he was very 

vigilant. 

 

In one breath, he passed through six or seven stone caves, and finally came to a square, David’s pupils 

shrank slightly. 

 

In front of it is an entrance, and at this entrance, there is obviously a huge force of restraint. 

 

Seeing this entrance, Hu Mazi’s eyes flashed, and he said in a low voice, “It should be here.” 

 

“Found a place?” 

 



David asked excitedly. 

 

 

Hu Mazi nodded: “This place should be the topography of swallowing the sun.” 

 

Hearing Hu Mazi say this, David clenched his fingers slightly and was very excited. 

 

“Go! Let’s go in.” 

 

David was very excited to find such a tomb. 

 

He didn’t know what kind of treasure he could find here, but he also didn’t know what danger he 

encountered. 

 

In such a tomb, it is impossible to have no restrictions. 

 

But facing the baby here, Qing Yezhi must be much stronger. 

 

 

Hu Mazi nodded and walked in first, letting David follow closely, not to move. 

 

After entering this grotto, Hu Mazi put his hands behind his back, not in a hurry, but looked at it 

carefully, it really is the pattern of seven stars swallowing the sun, and the last frame is “Sun” 

 

A rather majestic grotto, with carved beams and painted buildings on both sides, some gods, none of 

them have ever seen. 

 



This row of divine residences went straight to the front, until they reached the most spectacular peak. 

 

Ninety-nine layers of jade steps, at the top of the jade steps, is a white marble seat. 

 

The rest, empty, with nothing. 

 

But this throne is shrouded in a very strong restraining force, and people who are idle can’t get on it. 

 

This road to the seat, it seems that it is not so easy to get up. 

 

“This? There’s nothing here? Where’s the baby?” 

 

David glanced at it and asked in disappointment. 

 

And that Flax had eyes wide open, staring at the seat above. 

 

“Seven stars swallowing the sun, the tomb of the real person, there must be treasures on this seat!” 

 

Hu Mazi’s voice trembled with excitement. 

 

Hu Mazi seemed to have lost his mind at the moment, his eyes were shining, and he ran directly towards 

the throne. 

 

But just after taking a step, Hu Mazi’s body suddenly felt a terrifying force pressing towards him. 

 

Hu Mazi’s heart sank, and then he took out a spell and drew it on it instantly. 



 

“Light Wind Curse…” 

 

Hu Mazi put the spell on himself, and suddenly Hu Mazi’s body became extremely light, and the 

terrifying oppression just now disappeared. 

 

Hu Mazi walked up quickly, but just after taking a few steps, a terrifying force came again. 

 

Hu Mazi didn’t pay attention, and was instantly pressed down on one knee, and cracks appeared on the 

steps on the ground! 

 

And the spell on Hu Mazi also instantly ignited fire, and finally turned into ashes! 

 

Hu Mazi only felt that there was a heavy burden on her body, and she couldn’t stand up straight. 

 

However, Hu Mazi gritted his teeth and stood up, and finally took a step up again! 

 

But just after this step was taken, another terrifying force struck, and Hu Mazi couldn’t stand still, and 

was instantly thrown away by this force. 

 

Hu Mazi’s body fell heavily on the ground, but luckily it was not high, and Hu Mazi fell to the ground, 

spitting out a mouthful of blood. 
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“Master Hu…” 

David stepped forward and helped Hu Mazi up. 

 



“This… this forbidden power is too terrifying…” 

 

Hu Mazi’s face became extremely ugly. 

 

“You rest, I’m going up to see…” 

 

David said, he is about to go up the stairs! 

 

Hu Mazi hurriedly stopped David, and then put a spell on David’s body. 

 

“You have to be careful, the more you go up, the stronger the forbidden power will be, if you can’t do it, 

then retreat!” 

 

“No matter how important the baby is, life is still important…” 

 

Hu Mazi told David. 

 

David nodded at him solemnly, then took a deep breath and stepped on it. 

 

The golden light flickered on David’s body, and the indestructible golden body activated, resisting the 

oppression of that terrifying force. 

 

With the improvement of David’s strength, the golden light of David’s undamaged golden body flickered 

even more dazzlingly. 

 

Hu Mazi looked at David nervously. He didn’t know whether David’s strength could reach the end! 

 



David had a spell on his body and added the resistance of his golden body, so David walked very easily at 

first, and his pace was fast. 

 

Later, David’s speed became faster and faster, as if this forbidden power had no effect on David! 

 

“Evil, what a monster…” 

 

Looking at David’s back, Hu Mazi sighed for a while! 

 

However, when David was halfway out of the steps, the speed instantly slowed down. 

 

Moreover, his legs began to tremble, his forehead was covered in cold sweat, and it was extremely 

difficult to walk. 

 

boom! 

 

Suddenly, the spell on David’s body instantly burst into flames and turned into ashes! 

 

On the other hand, David gritted his teeth and continued to move upwards. 

 

Sixtieth grade, seventieth grade… 

 

David’s waist bent down, and every step he took could leave a deep footprint on the steps! 

 

At this moment, David felt that a mountain was pressing on him, making him breathless. 

 



However, David did not stop, he was still insisting, gritted his teeth and insisted. 

 

Eighty, ninety…   

 

The golden light on David’s body was dim, and the undamaged golden body also shattered and 

disappeared. David’s tight muscles were exposed and under enormous pressure. 

 

There are still the last nine steps left, but David feels like his whole body is about to be crushed. 

 

The eyes were full of blood, and they all started to protrude! 

 

The sweat from the skin also turned red, and it was mixed with blood. 

 

At this moment, David was shaking very badly, and every step he took seemed to cost half his life! 

 

“David, come down if you really can’t…” 

 

Seeing this, Hu Mazi hurriedly yelled at David. 

 

However, David still gritted his teeth and walked up as if he hadn’t heard it. 

 

Blood began to flow on the ground, leaving a long bloodstain behind David! 

 

“what…” 

 



At the last step, David felt that the blood all over his body was boiling, and his blood vessels were about 

to burst. 

 

With a hard roar, all the spiritual power was released by David. 

 

Suddenly, David rushed forward and fell directly to the top of the top! 

 

In an instant, all the pressure disappeared, and the muscles on David’s body began to contract rapidly 

because of the sudden loss of pressure. 

 

Lying on it, David gasped for cheesy. 

 

After a while, David slowly got up and looked at the white marble seat above, only to see two lifelike 

dragons carved on the seat, and nothing else. 

 

And this seat is still integrated with the steps, and it is impossible to carry it away. 

 

“David, is there any treasure on it?” 

 

Seeing David stand up, Hu Mazi hurriedly asked David loudly. 

 

David shook his head: “There is nothing, just this seat…” 

 

“No, this is obviously the last gate of life, there should be treasures.” 

 

Hu Mazi frowned and fell into contemplation! 

 



And David gently stroked the white marble seat, and then sat up curiously. 

 

boom! 

 

As soon as David sat up, a terrifying streamer suddenly descended from the sky and instantly enveloped 

David. 
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Soon, David’s body trembled, sweat dripped from his body, his eyes were tightly closed, his face was 

ashen, and his body was constantly shaking. 

 

And the following Hu Mazi looked at David like this, and was very anxious in his heart. Now David is 

wrapped in a streamer, like a king, people want to worship when they see it! 

 

Soon, David’s body stopped moving, and the whole person was in a haze! 

 

Slowly, a familiar picture appeared. 

 

David found that in front of him, the swordsman with the sword appeared again, and the thick bloody 

aura not only rushed towards David! 

 

David was overjoyed. He just watched it for a moment, and was pulled out by Hu Mazi. Now David can 

see it clearly. 

 

 

 

I saw the swordsman slowly draw out his sword, and then nine figures appeared. 

 



The next scene shocked David! 

 

But seeing this swordsman swing his sword and fight with his nine shadows! 

 

And the fight was very tragic, and he didn’t keep his hands at all! 

 

David stared at the scene in front of him, unable to understand what was going on. 

 

Soon, all nine figures died under the swordsman. 

 

 

This time, David was completely dumbfounded. He didn’t understand why the swordsman did this! 

 

Just when David was at a loss, the swordsman slowly turned around. 

 

A pair of expressionless eyes stared at David. 

 

David looked left and right, and found that there was nothing beside him, and the swordsman saw that 

it was him. 

 

“You… can you see me?” 

 

David asked the swordsman in surprise. 

 

However, the swordsman did not speak, and David’s body changed at this time. David did not use the 

Dragon Slaying Sword, but the Dragon Slaying Sword flew out of his body at this moment. 



 

 

The Dragon Slaying Sword was burning with flames, half-hanging in the air, and there was a humming 

sound from the sword body… 

 

The swordsman threw the sword in his hand, and the two swords faced each other in mid-air. 

 

Soon, the two swords began to fuse, and finally turned into one sword! 

 

The flame on the Dragon Slaying Sword disappeared, but it was replaced by a flickering gray light! 

 

Just after the fusion of the two swords, the swordsman’s figure suddenly disappeared. 

 

It’s like it’s never been here! 

 

The Dragon Slaying Sword returned to David, who grabbed the Dragon Slaying Sword! 

 

Just as David grabbed the Dragon Slaying Sword with one hand, countless information on 

swordsmanship began to flow towards David, directly pouring into David’s brain. 

 

“what…” 

 

David suddenly fell from his seat to the ground, holding his head tightly in his hands, feeling very painful, 

as if his entire head was about to crack. 

 

Seeing this, Hu Mazi hurriedly ran towards the steps. 

 



But when he went up the steps, he suddenly found that the forbidden power had disappeared. 

 

Hu Mazi quickly rushed to the end of the steps. 

 

At this time, David was pale and sweating profusely. After all the information seemed to be full, David 

slowly calmed down. 

 

“David, what’s wrong with you?” 

 

Hu Mazi hurriedly pulled David up. 

 

David was pulled up, but at this time he still had a splitting headache, but it wasn’t that serious. 

 

“I’m all right…” 

 

David shook his head, and a divine sense entered into the Dragon Slaying Sword. 

 

Only then did David discover that there is a sword spirit in the Dragon Slaying Sword. Although the 

sword spirit has not yet been formed, it is slowly cultivated, and the Dragon Slaying Sword will soon 

become a spiritual tool. 

 

Although the current Dragon Slaying Sword has long been integrated with David’s human sword and can 

communicate with each other, the Dragon Slaying Sword has no self-consciousness after all! 

 

Now that there is a sword spirit in the Dragon Slaying Sword, when the sword spirit grows up, then this 

Dragon Slaying Sword will have an autonomous consciousness. 

 



It means that David has a helper by his side all the time. 
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This made David excited. 

Seeing that David was fine, Hu Mazi looked around and found that the white marble seat was the only 

one, and nothing else was there. 

 

“It’s really strange, is there something special about this white marble seat…” 

 

As Hu Mazi said, he also sat up straight. 

 

“Don’t sit…” 

 

David shouted, trying to stop Hu Mazi. 

 

After all, the experience just now almost didn’t torture David to death. He didn’t want Hu Mazi to go this 

way. 

 

However, it was too late to stop David, and Hu Mazi had already sat up. 

 

Sitting on the white marble seat, Hu Mazi swayed left and right a few times, and found that there was 

nothing special about it. 

 

And there is no streamer shining on Hu Mazi. 

 

Seeing that Hu Mazi was fine, David breathed a sigh of relief. It seemed that the white marble seat could 

only be activated once! remember url 



 

“David, you just sat on it, what happened?” 

 

Hu Mazi asked David. 

 

David didn’t want to hide Hu Mazi, so he told Hu Mazi what he had seen. 

 

This shocked Hu Mazi for a moment. 

 

“I look at your sword…” 

 

Hu Mazi had never heard of such a thing. 

 

David gave Hu Mazi the Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand, and Hu Mazi ended up slaying the Dragon 

Sword, but the Dragon Slaying Sword made a humming sound, and Hu Mazi threw it out of his hand in 

an instant. 

 

“Damn, how can this sword be hot? It’s too hot…” 

 

Hu Mazi was surprised. 

 

David was stunned for a moment, picked up the Dragon Slaying Sword, and did not find anything 

unusual about the Dragon Slaying Sword. 

 

“Isn’t it hot?” 

 

David handed the Dragon Slaying Sword to Hu Mazi again. 



 

But this time, Hu Mazi didn’t dare to pick it up, and waved his hand: “Forget it, it seems that you are 

lucky, this time I didn’t get anything…” 

 

Hu Mazi was a little frustrated. When Qing Yezhi was cultivating, David absorbed the spiritual energy. 

Now David has obtained a set of swordsmanship inheritance, and even obtained the sword spirit! 

 

Hu Mazi got nothing and was injured just now! 

 

This trip is a big loss! 

 

Looking at Hu Mazi’s appearance, David smiled awkwardly: “Otherwise we will look for it, maybe there 

are treasures in other places…” 

 

David comforted Hu Mazi. 

 

Hu Mazi was about to say something, but heard a rumbling sound. 

 

At this moment, the entire ancient tomb began to shake. 

 

“It’s broken, it’s about to collapse, let’s go quickly…” 

 

Hu Mazi’s expression changed, and he hurriedly ran out with David. 

 

At this time, in the Red Lotus Palace! 

 

Ji Ruxue is waiting with everyone! 



 

The entire Red Lotus Palace was shaking at the moment, and Ji Ruxue didn’t know what was going on. 

 

“Sister, is this an earthquake?” 

 

Xiaomin asked Ji Ruxue. 

 

“I don’t know, let everyone be careful…” 

 

Ji Ruxue’s face was very ugly. 

 

She is not worried about what will happen to the Red Lotus Palace, but is worried about David. She has 

been in for several days, and she has not seen David and the others come out. 

 

Now that the earth is shaking again, she is afraid that something will happen to David. 

 

Fortunately, the shaking didn’t last long before it stopped. 

 

Although the shaking stopped, the illusion that Hu Mazi arranged for the Red Lotus Palace had ripples at 

this moment! 

 

Seeing this, Ji Ruxue was shocked, which meant that someone outside was forcibly breaking the illusion 

and trying to break into the Red Lotus Palace! 

 

“Someone invaded, be alert…” 

 

Ji Ruxue let out a loud roar. 



 

All the disciples of the Red Lotus Palace were all waiting. 

 

boom! 

 

Suddenly, the illusion was broken, and the Red Lotus Palace was instantly exposed. 

 

At this moment, outside the door of the Red Lotus Palace, Zhou Tianyin is leading people to look at the 

Red Lotus Palace! 

 

The last time he fought with David and Zhou Tianyin was injured by a surprise attack, he was already 

furious! 

 

Now that the injury is healed, Zhou Tianyin is looking for him immediately, and he wants to seek revenge 

on David! 
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Looking at Zhou Tianyin in front of her, Ji Ruxue’s face became extremely pale! 

 

The expressions of the others in the Red Lotus Palace also changed drastically. 

 

Xiaomin hid tightly behind Ji Ruxue. 

 

“Where’s David? Let him get out, including the guy who attacked me, let them get out together…” 

 

Zhou Tianyin looked at Ji Ruxue and roared like Honglei. 

 

“David…he’s not here anymore!” 



 

 

Ji Ruxue said tremblingly. 

 

“You f.art, I have already sent someone to watch your Red Lotus Palace, then David never left…” 

 

Zhou Tianyin’s eyes widened: “You better let that David come out immediately, or I will level your Red 

Lotus Palace!” 

 

After Zhou Tianyin finished speaking, a terrifying aura erupted from his body, an invisible coercive force, 

overwhelming everyone in the Red Lotus Palace. 

 

The coercion of Marquis Wu is extremely terrifying! 

 

 

In an instant, many disciples of the Red Lotus Palace with lower strength vomited blood and fell to the 

ground. 

 

 

Ji Ruxue exuded an aura and tried her best to resist the pressure, but her strength, in front of Zhou 

Tianyin, was completely powerless to fight back. 

 

In just an instant, Ji Ruxue’s resistance collapsed. 

 

“I’m asking you, let you David come out…” 

 

Zhou Tianyin said coldly to Ji Ruxue. 



 

“David, really… Really not in the Red Lotus Palace. If you don’t believe me, you can search…” 

 

Where does Ji Ruxue go to call out David now, she doesn’t know how David is now. 

 

“Hmph, you’re playing tricks with me…” 

 

 

Zhou Tianyin snorted coldly, and then came to Ji Ruxue in a flash. 

 

Reaching out and directly pinching Ji Ruxue’s neck, Ji Ruxue suddenly felt difficulty breathing, and her 

face flushed. 

 

“Let go of my sister…” 

 

Seeing this, Xiaomin didn’t know where the courage came from, so she stepped forward and slapped 

Zhou Tianyin. 

 

A cold light flashed in Zhou Tianyin’s eyes, and with a wave of his hand, Xiaomin was swept away. 

 

Xiaomin vomited blood and fell to the ground! 

 

“Xiaomin…” 

 

Seeing this, Ji Ruxue hurriedly shouted. 

 



Zhou Tianyin saw that Ji Ruxue felt so distressed for his sister, so he let go of her, waved his hands, and a 

huge suction force directly sucked Xiaomin into his hands. 

 

“Ji Ruxue, go and call David out now, or I can’t guarantee what will happen to your sister…” 

 

After Zhou Tianyin finished speaking, he leaned against Xiaomin’s neck and sniffed. 

 

This time, Xiaomin was terrified! 

 

She could only struggle desperately, crying helplessly… 

 

“No, no…” 

 

Ji Ruxue shouted, but her eyes were full of helplessness and fear! 

 

She is not afraid of death, but she must not watch her sister helplessly and be hurt in front of her eyes! 

 

“If you don’t want your sister to get hurt, then go and call David out…” 

 

Zhou Tianyin gave Ji Ruxue an ultimatum. 

 

Ji Ruxue cried helplessly, covering her face with her hands, she didn’t know what to do. 

 

She also didn’t know where to find David. 

 

Just when Ji Ruxue was helpless, a big hand lightly placed on her shoulder! 



 

Ji Ruxue was startled, followed by a familiar feeling. 

 

Ji Ruxue looked up suddenly, and found that David looked at him comfortingly. 

 

“David…” 

 

Ji Ruxue felt instantly reliant on her, and threw herself into David’s arms. 

 

David stroked Ji Ruxue’s hair, comforting her! 

 

“David, you finally dare to come out…” 

 

Seeing David, Zhou Tianyin said with murderous intent in his eyes. 

 

“Let Xiaomin go, or I’ll make your life worse than death…” 

 

David looked at Zhou Tianyin coldly and said. 

 

“Hahaha, your kid is too crazy. If you hadn’t had a sneak attack with helpers, you would have died in my 

hands long ago. What are you talking about now…” 

 

Zhou Tianyin laughed loudly. 
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“Are you afraid?” 



David said lightly. 

 

“Afraid? What am I afraid of? Your kid is just a defeated general…” 

 

Zhou Tianyin looked disdainful. 

 

“Since you’re not afraid, why use a girl as a shield? Do you dare to compete with me in an upright and 

fair manner.” 

 

“No one needs help!” 

 

David looked indifferent and said in a calm tone. 

 

“Okay, I’ll compare with you…” 

 

After Zhou Tianyin finished speaking, he pushed Xiaomin out. 

 

David caught Xiaomin and handed it to Ji Ruxue: “You guys stand back, I will kill him today…” 

 

Ji Ruxue looked at David worriedly: “You have to be careful…” 

 

“Palace Ji, don’t worry, this boy David is blessed, he will be fine…” 

 

Hu Mazi knew that David’s experience in just a few days had increased his strength a lot. 

 

Soon, Ji Ruxue and the others retreated, and David stood opposite Zhou Tianyin! 



 

“Today, I will kill you…” 

 

David looked at Zhou Tianyin and said lightly. 

 

“Hmph, who might die…” 

 

As soon as the words fell, Zhou Tianyin suddenly burst into a violent and incomparable aura! 

 

A gust of wind suddenly appeared around, making everyone’s clothes rattle! 

 

The surface of the earth next to it began to vibrate, and the flying sand and rocks covered the sky and 

the sun, like the end of the world! 

 

David, on the other hand, stood with a calm expression on his face, without blinking. 

 

“Eagle strikes the sky…” 

 

Zhou Tianyin let out a loud shout, and then his body rose into the air like an eagle. 

 

Then, condescendingly, he grabbed David’s head. 

 

chi chi chi… 

 

The iron claws cut through the air, making a terrifying sound of breaking the wind! 

 



The power of this claw, even if it is an iron wall, can instantly create five big holes. 

 

David’s face was calm, he raised his head slightly, and his palms made a mistake, and a terrifying palm 

wind slapped the other side. 

 

woohoo hoo… 

 

The wind howled, and the strong wind that had just blown suddenly became more violent. 

 

Incomparably fierce momentum! 

 

With a heavy humming sound! 

 

David’s palm slammed into Zhou Tianyin fiercely. 

 

The huge force instantly overturned Zhou Tianyin. 

 

Zhou Tianyin was startled, his body fell to the ground and he took a few steps back… 

 

He looked at David in disbelief, his eyes full of doubts! 

 

It has only been a few days, and David’s strength seems to have increased a lot in an instant. 

 

Although Zhou Tianyin did not use all his strength in the attack just now, but David repelled him so 

lightly, which also shocked him! 

 



“Broken Gold Cracking Stone…” 

 

Zhou Tianyin’s claws reflected each other in front of him, and several transparent claws burst out in an 

instant, heading straight for David. 

 

With a terrifying edge, this claw slashed through the air and let out a piercing scream. 

 

In the blink of an eye, this claw force was in front of David. 

 

This time, David didn’t move, but a golden light flashed on his body. 

 

One after another golden scales instantly wrapped around the whole body, and the undamaged golden 

body started. 

 

This time, the undead golden body is even more dazzling, and even the sun in the sky is covered by this 

light! 

 

ding ding ding… 

 

Several claws directly hit David’s body, leaving white imprints on David’s indestructible golden body, but 

they did not break through David’s indestructible golden body! 

 

This time, Zhou Tianyin’s chin almost fell off. 

 

He thought about breaking his head and couldn’t understand, how could David’s strength suddenly 

improve? 

 



It’s only a few days? 

 

Even Ji Ruxue and the others not far away were surprised! 

 

In just a few days, David’s strength was able to instantly crush Zhou Tianyin. 

 

This is completely different from what happened a few days ago! 

 

Only Hu Mazi looked at David with bright eyes, and muttered to himself: “This child is absolutely 

extraordinary, absolutely extraordinary…” 
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At this time, Hu Mazi strengthened his belief even more. In any case, he would have a good relationship 

with David! 

Perhaps in the near future, David will be the most dazzling star in the martial arts world and even the 

immortal world! 

“What else can you do? Just use it!” 

David’s eyes showed disdain, the corners of his mouth rose slightly, and the meaning of ridicule was very 

obvious. 

Zhou Tianyin was about to die of anger. He had been obsessed with martial arts all his life, but he didn’t 

want to be so contemptuous by a boy who didn’t grow all his hair today! 

 

“You don’t have to be complacent, I’ll let you know how good I am today…” 

 

 

“Breaking Soul Palm!” 

 

After saying that, Zhou Tianyin let out a loud shout, and then he seemed to be enveloped by a black 

smoke! 



 

Seeing this, David knew that this guy was using evil power again. 

 

I saw that Zhou Tianyin’s hands instantly became extremely dark, looking like a ghost, extremely 

terrifying! 

 

Soul-breaking palm, powerful, soul-breaking with one palm… Remember the website 

 

 

Zhou Tianyin knew that David’s indestructible golden body was very strong, so he planned to use poison 

to attack David’s body! 

 

 

Facing Zhou Tianyin’s Soul-breaking Palm, David’s face was still calm, but the terrifying spiritual power 

on his body also erupted. 

 

Immediately afterwards, David also shot it with one palm! 

 

Bang! 

 

The palms of the two people collided instantly. 

 

“Boy, this is the Soul Broken Palm, you dare to confront me, I’ll let you know what life is better than 

death in a while…” 

 

Seeing that David dared to follow his Soul Breaking Palm, Zhou Tianyin couldn’t help but evoke a smile! 

 



But soon, Zhou Tianyin’s smile solidified on his face! 

 

 

He found that David’s palm seemed to be unremarkable, but it contained an extremely overbearing 

triple power! 

 

And the first weight is stronger than the first weight! 

 

The first level, instantly offset Zhou Tianyin’s palm strength. 

 

The second stage was to directly force the poison gas in the Soul Broken Palm back. 

 

The third level, the highly poisonous gas, was directly urged back into Zhou Tianyin’s body, instantly 

corroding Zhou Tianyin’s heart. 

 

boom! 

 

Zhou Tianyin’s body was instantly knocked out, and his body was black, even his face was black. 

 

puff… 

 

Zhou Tianyin vomited out a mouthful of black blood. 

 

“you you…” 

 

Zhou Tianyin pointed at David with surprise in his eyes. 



 

He suddenly found that in front of David, he had no power to fight back. 

 

This sudden gap made Zhou Tianyin unable to accept it at all. 

 

A person who was easily hanged and beaten a few days ago will be beaten without any ability to fight 

back in just a few days. Such a result is difficult for anyone to accept. 

 

“You evil cultivator, I will let you eat the consequences…” 

 

David said coldly. 

 

“master…” 

 

The servants of the Zhou family also panicked and hurriedly gathered around. 

 

Zhou Tianyin stared at David, his eyes burning with anger. 

 

“David, this Broken Soul Palm was trained by me. Do you think the poison of Broken Soul Palm can kill 

me?” 

 

After Zhou Tianyin finished speaking, a red light flashed on his palms! 

 

He even slapped his belly fiercely! 

 

bang bang bang… 



 

Three palms were shot in a row, and then a mouthful of black blood was spit out. 

 

Seeing that Zhou Tianyin had forced the poison out himself, David was a little surprised. 

 

“Since the poison won’t kill you, then I will kill you. With one move, I only need one move to kill you…” 

 

David looked at Zhou Tianyin with a dignified expression! 

 

“f.art, you are too arrogant, I want to see how you kill me with one move…” 

 

Zhou Tianyin scolded angrily, then bit the tip of his tongue fiercely, and instantly spurted a mouthful of 

blood from his mouth! 

 

“Overwhelming…” 

 

Zhou Tianyin twisted his body to sit on his waist, and suddenly pushed out with a palm! 

 

rumbling… 

 

There was a gap in the ground in an instant, and then countless rocks mixed with mad power were 

crushed towards David. 

 

Like a tsunami, destroying everything in front of you! 

 

The unparalleled power seems to crush David! 



 

The corner of David’s mouth raised slightly, then he turned his right hand outwards, spreading his five 

fingers: “I have a sword that can slash everything in the world…” 
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David has the aura of looking down on the world. At this moment, David’s thin figure, in the eyes of Ji 

Ruxue and the others, has become incomparably tall! 

That kind of arrogant and unrestrained, domineering attitude, gives people a kind of coercion, makes 

people fear, and even worships! 

In the shocked eyes of everyone, David’s Dragon Slaying Sword flashed out, and the body of the Dragon 

Slaying Sword shone with a gray light. 

 

As soon as the Dragon Slaying Sword came out, the domineering power of David became even stronger! 

 

I saw the slashing dragon sword and the light of the sword, making bursts of buzzing sounds. 

 

“Death to me…” 

 

David snorted softly, and then slashed out with his sword. 

 

The sword qi rose to the sky, like a broken bamboo! 

 

In an instant, the shock waves in front of him were shattered, and the sword energy instantly reached 

Zhou Tianyin. 

 

Zhou Tianyin’s eyes were wide open, and an egg could be stuffed into his mouth. 

 



“This…is this a spirit sword?” 

 

Zhou Tianyin uttered aloud in shock, the soul of the dead in his heart was flooded, and the whole body 

was cold! 

 

As soon as the Dragon Slaying Sword in David’s hand came out, Zhou Tianyin knew that he was finished. 

 

On the body of the Dragon Slaying Sword, the gray light gives people a soul-stirring feeling! 

 

Zhou Tianyin was afraid, he wanted to ask for mercy… 

 

It’s a pity that the sword energy is coming in a flash, and there is no chance for him to speak at all! 

 

puff… 

 

Blood splashed, and the sword qi swept across Zhou Tianyin’s neck, and then Zhou Tianyin’s head flew 

up instantly. 

 

The body fell to the ground with a thud! 

 

The head rolled down in front of the Zhou family’s servants. 

 

All the servants of the Zhou family watched in disbelief. 

 

One move, indeed one move! 

 



Cut off Zhou Tianyin’s head in one move! 

 

Everyone in the Zhou family is stupid! 

 

In their hearts, they have always been obsessed with martial arts, a powerful family owner! 

 

At this moment, he was cut off his head in an instant! 

 

This kind of spiritual shock made many Zhou family servants immediately frightened! 

 

Soon, the people of the Zhou family knelt down and begged for mercy! 

 

David put away the Dragon Slaying Sword and did not kill these Zhou family servants. 

 

These people were grateful to Dade, cleaned up Zhou Tianyin’s body, and fled in an instant! 

 

After the Zhou family left, it took a long time for Ji Ruxue and the others to come back to their senses. 

 

“Brother David, you…you are so good, I don’t even know how to praise you…” 

 

Xiaomin looked at David admiringly, her face full of excitement! 

 

“If you practice hard, you will be as good as me in the future…” 

 

David smiled faintly! 



 

“Evil, you really are a monster…” 

 

Hu Mazi looked at David and said with a sigh. 

 

Ji Ruxue didn’t speak, but with the tenderness in her eyes, she looked at David unabashedly. 

 

Feeling Ji Ruxue’s gaze, David seemed a little helpless and embarrassed! 

 

Seeing this, Hu Mazi smiled faintly! 

 

…… 

 

The news that David killed Zhou Tianyin spread in the martial arts forum in a very short time! 

 

Everyone was surprised by David’s strength, the speed of growth was so fast! 

 

Among these people, the one who was most surprised was Zhu Zhishan, who was on the way to 

Wancheng in the southwest at this time. 

 

He was going to kill David, but now such news broke out, making Zhu Zhishan a bit of a dilemma for a 

while. 

 

Zhou Tianyin’s strength, he can’t understand, is on par with himself. 

 

But now, that Zhou Tianyin was actually beheaded by David? 



 

He is going to kill David, is he still sure? 

 

Zhu Zhishan was at a loss now, and he couldn’t understand why Zhou Tianyin was killed by David. 

 

But now Zhu Zhishan has to send an arrow on the string. No matter what David’s strength is, Zhu 

Zhishan must kill David. 

 

David didn’t die, he was the one who died. 

 

Zhu Zhishan slowly took out a dark sphere from his arms. The sphere seemed to be covered with dark 

clouds, and there were flashes of lightning flashing continuously! 

Chapter 1379 

Zhu Zhishan gently stroked the ball with one hand, and soon a picture appeared on the ball! 

 

In the picture, a man shrouded in a black robe sat cross-legged in the middle, and around him, several 

corpses were floating in the air. 

The man in black robe was closing his eyes slightly, but at this moment he suddenly opened it and raised 

his head slightly! 

 

“I wish the lord, what is the matter with me?” 

 

The man in black robe spoke slowly. 

 

“Seven Fiend Lord, that David is still alive, he killed your disciple, don’t you want to avenge him? I can 

tell you the address now!” 

 



 

“This time, don’t send your puppet corpse, those thoughtless guys can’t kill David at all!” 

 

Zhu Zhishan said to the man in black robe. 

 

It turned out that the man in black robe was the leader of the Blood Corpse Sect, Qisha Xingjun. 

 

The man and woman that David killed in Kyoto were the disciples of the Seven Devils! 

 

“Tell me the address…” 

 

The Seven Evil Stars stood up abruptly. 

 

 

And the corpses floating around all fell to the ground one after another. 

 

“He is in Wancheng in the southwest now, but it is estimated that he will not stay for long. You have to 

speed up!” 

 

Zhu Zhishan said lightly. 

 

“Hmph, even if he escapes to the ends of the earth, I will kill him with my own hands!” 

 

Qisha Xingjun snorted coldly, followed by a wave of the black robe, and the picture disappeared. 

 

Zhu Zhishan’s mouth curled into a smile, and then he put the ball into his arms. 



 

 

“Leader, that David killed even Zhou Tianyin. If you let the Seven Evil Stars kill David, does he have that 

ability?” 

 

 

The elder beside Zhu Zhishan asked suspiciously. 

 

Although the seven evil star kings are very strong in refining corpses, especially in terms of spiritual 

power, their strength is not strong. 

 

It would be very difficult for him to kill David! 

 

“I didn’t plan to let the Seven Evil Stars kill David. Now that David’s strength is unfathomable, I always 

have to find someone to explore the way.” 

 

“What’s more, the spiritual power attack of the Seven Devils is almost unmatched, as long as he can hurt 

David a little bit!” 

 

“If we go to kill that David, it will naturally be easier…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan said with a sneer. 

 

The elders on the side understood in an instant, that the mountain of love is to let the Seven Evil Stars 

become cannon fodder. 

 

…… 



 

Red Lotus Palace! 

 

Ji Ruxue and Xiaomin reluctantly saw David off in front of the palace gate! 

 

“Brother David, will you really come back to see us?” 

 

Xiaomin bit her lip tightly, and asked with reluctance in her eyes. 

 

“Of course, I will definitely come when I have time…” 

 

David smiled slightly. 

 

“But, but we don’t have what you need here, will you come back?” 

 

What Xiaomin said was the cave, and the reason why David came back was because of that cave. 

 

Now that the cave has collapsed, and the entire Red Lotus Palace seems to have nothing that David is 

attached to, will David come back? 

 

“I said yes, I will definitely, when I get back, I will take you to Kyoto to play…” 

 

David said to Xiaomin with a face of assurance. 

 

He has no choice but to go back to the capital. Now David has the strength to fight Zhu Zhishan, so he 

has to go back and follow Zhu Zhishan to understand the grievances and rescue Sonya. 



 

Xiaomin stopped talking, but stretched out her little finger. 

 

Seeing this, David smiled immediately, and then followed Xiaomin to pull the hook! 

 

Ji Ruxue didn’t speak the whole time, but her big watery eyes seemed to have already said what she 

should say. 

 

David could see what Ji Ruxue wanted to say in her eyes! 

 

After saying goodbye to Ji Ruxue and Xiaomin, David followed Hu Mazi on the way back to Kyoto! 

 

After leaving the boundary of Wancheng, Hu Mazi stopped. 

 

“Master Hu, why don’t you leave?” 

 

David asked in surprise. 
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“It’s better for you to go back to the capital by yourself. I don’t plan to go back now. I want to look for it 

again to see if I can find some tomb ruins and the like.” 

“When I greet you, you can’t help but come, don’t forget what you owe me.” 

Hu Mazi glanced at David and said. 

David said with an embarrassed smile: “No problem, when Master Hu can use me, I will define it!” 

Hu Mazi smiled inwardly. With David’s words, Hu Mazi would not be afraid, because he knew that David 

would be a figure that people look up to in a short time. 

 



After the two parted ways, David rushed towards the capital. 

 

Just when David passed a small forest, his pace suddenly slowed down. 

 

Because he felt an indescribable gloomy feeling! 

 

It’s broad daylight, and the sun is shining, so it shouldn’t feel like this. 

 

But as soon as he walked into the grove, David felt that the surrounding temperature had dropped a lot. 

 

The whole body’s spiritual power was mobilized by David, and then walked forward cautiously. 

 

But just as David was not far away, he saw a sudden dark fog in front of him! 

 

In an instant, the black fog drowned the entire grove in it. 

 

Seeing this scene, David knew that someone must be ambushing him here. 

 

The black mist that suddenly appeared, as if spiritual, began to surround David, and finally wrapped 

David directly. 

 

A shrill scream emanated from the black fog, and this scream, with great penetrating power, went 

straight to the depths of David’s mind. 

 

This is a kind of mental attack, it seems to want to defeat David’s consciousness and make David a fool. 

 



David stood there, motionless, as if frightened by the shrill screams. 

 

Seeing that David didn’t move or struggle, Qisha Xingjun walked out slowly in a black robe. 

 

Qisha Xingjun looked at David who was motionless, and the corner of his mouth raised: “Such a 

powerful guy, if he is made into a puppet corpse, he will be a good helper…” 

 

Qisha Xingjun waved his hand, the black mist on David’s body slowly dissipated, and the shrill screams 

disappeared, only to see David’s eyes blank, standing motionless! 

 

Qisha Xingjun walked in front of David, and then pointed with two fingers, a golden light instantly 

disappeared into David’s head! 

 

Immediately afterwards, a black mist began to rise above the palm of Qisha Xingjun, and he slowly 

patted his palm towards David’s head. 

 

To practice puppet corpse, you must first cut off your thoughts. The golden light just now cut off the 

thoughts in David’s mind. 

 

“stop…” 

 

Just when Qisha Xingjun started to attack David, he was stopped by a sudden shout. 

 

I saw two figures walking out slowly. 

 

Qisha Xingjun frowned and instantly became vigilant, but when he saw someone coming, he instantly let 

go of his vigilance! 

 



It turned out that these two were the elders of Zhu Zhishan following the Martial Arts Alliance! 

 

“I wish the lord, why are you here?” 

 

The Seven Devils asked curiously. 

 

“I’m here for this David too…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan looked at David who was standing still, and smiled coldly. 

 

“I wish the leader, you all said that this David is very good, and he is very talented, and I was restrained 

at once.” 

 

“Look, just follow a fool now, what I tell him to do now, he will do…” 

 

The Seven Evil Stars said with a smug look on his face. 

 

Zhu Zhishan was at a loss for words when he was said by Qisha Xingjun! 

 

This David is indeed very good. He killed Ning Dahai, and now he has killed Zhou Tianyin, his strength is 

definitely not low! 

 

Originally, Zhu Zhishan planned to use Qisha Xingjun as cannon fodder. 

 


